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             Childhood And Youth of Hazrat Muhammad (sm) 

 

• After the birth of Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) His uncle Abu Lahab's maid servant Shoeba nourished 
him. 

• Shoeba was his first foster mother.   
• Halima of Banu Sa'ad family was his foster mother Bibi Halima reared Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) 

upto his five years of age like her own child. During this childhood, good character traits like 
justice, fellow feeling, sacrifice for others etc. grew up. He learnt pure Arabic language and 
achieved good health. 

• His mother Amina died when he was six years old.  
• He became orphan. Then he was reared up by his grandfather Abdul Muttalib. His grandfather also 

died when he was eight years old.  
• Finally, he was growing up under the care of uncle Abu Taleb. 

 

Occupation: He worked with the cowboys and looked after goats and ships. He helped his uncle in 
business also. Once he went to Syria with his uncle. There he met one Christian clergyman (Padri) 
named Bahira. He (Bahira) termed him (Hazrat Muhammad Sm) as an extraordinary boy and 
predicted that he (Hazrat Muhammad Sm) would be the last Prophet of Allah.  

 

 War of Fizar/Harbul Fizar: After his return to Syria, young Muhammad (Sm) became shocked 
to witness the horrifying sight of Fizar war. Gambling in Okaz Fair was the root cause of this 
war. But Kayas tribe imposed this war on the Quraish tribe. This war continued for five years. 
Many people died and many people were injured. That is why this war was called the war of 
injustice or "Harbul Fizar".  
 

 Hilful Fuzul :Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) became very much shocked to see the horrifying sight of 
the war in Syria. He became restless. He formed an organization named "Hilful Fuzul" to 
establish peace in Syria. He was successful in achieving peace & harmony among people. For 
his praiseworthy social works and for his truthfulness, he was confered the title of "As-Sadiq" or 
"Al-Amin" meaning faithful. People started to deposit wealth and properties to Prophet Hazrat 
Muhammad (Sm). He kept their money and wealth in his custody as Amanat. 



 

 

Placing Hazre Aswad 

  

Picture: Hazre Aswad (Black Stone) 
 

The Quraish planned to renovate the old ̀ Ka'aba' built long ago. But a serious conflict/dispute among 
different tribes arose, which tribe will place the Hazre Aswad on the walls of Ka'aba. It was decided 
by the oldest leader of the be Umaiya-Bin Mugira that one who will enter first into Ka'aba next 
morning, he would place the Hazre Aswad. 

In the following morning, Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) entered into Ka'aba first. As decided, Hazrat 
Muhammad (Sm) spread a bed sheet, then he himself put the Hazre Aswad in the middle of it. He 
asked all tribal leaders to catch the corners of the bed sheet. They carried the Hazre Aswad together 
in Proper place. Then `Al-Amin' himself placed the stone on the wall. All were saved from a definite 
war, all were glad to raise the stone. And in this way Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) saved all of them from 
unwanted war.

Taking Over Khadiza'S Business And Marriage 

There was a rich, noble and wise lady in Arab. Her name was Khadiza. She was searching a faithful, wise 
man to look after her business. She liked Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) and handed over the business to him. She 
heard the good name of Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) having excellent moral character. Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) 
came back to Makkah after making a huge profit. At this Khadiza became very pleased. Seeing efficiency & 
truthfulness of Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) she proposed to marry Hazrat Muhammad (Sm).                                                                                                     

     The guardian of Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) Abu Taleb agreed and arranged all    affairs of marriage 
of    Khadiza with Hazrat Muhammad (Sm).

Then the age of Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) was 25 years and Khadiza's age was 40 years. Their conjugal 
life was very happy & delightful. So long Khadiza was alive. Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) did not marry 
any other woman. He became owner of abundant wealth. But he spent his wealth for poor and 
destitude people leaving all personal pleasure, comfort and luxury. 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

    Worksheet 2 
 
SQ 
 

1) Who was the first foster mother of Prophet (SM)? 

2) What was the name of the foster mother of Prophet (SM)? (2016) 

3) For how many years Bibi Halima reared Hazrat Muhammad (Sm)? 

4) What did Hazrat Muhammad (Sm) learn from Bibi Halima? 

5) At which age Prophet (SM) lost his Father? 

6) At which age Prophet (SM) lost his mother? 

7) At which age Prophet (SM) lost his Grand-Father? 

8) What is the name of his Grand-Father? 

9) What is the name of his uncle? 

10) Whom did they meet in Syria? 
11) What is the name of the Christian clergyman? 

12) What was the root cause of Fizar War? 
13) Why the war is called Harbul Fizar? 
14) How long did the war continue? 
15) What was the name of the organization formed by Prophet (Sm)? 
16) Why did he confer the title of As-Sadiq on Al- Amin? 
17) Why did Khadiza (R) pleased to Great Prophet (SM)? (2017) 

18) How long was the Harbul Fizar continued? (2016) 

19) Where was the Hazre Aswad placed? (2016) 

20) What was the comment made by the Perist Bahira about Hazrat Muhammad (SM)? 

(2016) 

21) What was the name of the organization created by the Prophet (SM)? (2017,2016) 

22) Who was the oldest leader of the tribe? 
23) Who did place the stone on the wall? 

24) Who was a rich, noble and wise lady in Arab? 
25) How old were Khadiza and Prophet (Sm) was in their marriage time? 
 

 

Broad Questions 
 
1. Write about the Fizar war in 2 sentences. 
2. What do you know about Hilful Fuzul organization? 
3. Describe the story about renovating the old Ka’aba. 
 

 



 
 

 

Fill in the blanks: 
 
 

1. ___________ nourished him with motherly affection. 
2. His foster mother was ____________. 
3. Bibi Halima reared his up to ___________ years. 
4. The Christian clergyman named ____________. 
5. __________ predicted about Hazrat Muhammad (Sm). 
6. __________ in Okaz fair was the root cause of this war. 
7. Prophet (Sm) ___________ an organization named _____________. 
8. He was conferred the title of ____________ or ____________. 
9. The meaning of As- Sadiq is ___________. 
10. The meaning of As-Amin is_____________. 
11. HilfulFurul was formed to established peace in_____. 

 
 

 
 


